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ABSTRACT Research on the locomotion of single cells on hard, flat surfaces brought insight into the mechanisms of leading-
edge protrusion, spatially graded adhesion, front-rear coordination, and how intracellular and traction forces are harnessed to
execute various maneuvers. Here, we highlight how, by studying a variety of cell types, shapes, and movements, Ken Jacobson
and his collaborators made several discoveries that triggered the mechanistic understanding of cell motility. We then review the
recent advancements and current perspectives in this field.
INTRODUCTION
Lamellipodial locomotion, in which a cell uses a wide, thin
dynamic actomyosin network to crawl on flat surfaces, was
the first mode of cell motility to be understood quantita-
tively (1–3). This understanding initiated, in no small part,
due to several discoveries of Ken Jacobson and his collabo-
rators. Ken was a leading cell biologist and biophysicist who
pioneered novel (at the time) experimental techniques, such
as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (4) and chro-
mophore-assisted laser inactivation (5). He was one of the
earliest champions and adopters of computational modeling
of cell dynamics (6) and was widely known for his studies of
lipid and protein diffusion (7) and flow (8) in cell
membranes.

Here, however, we focus on his insights into lamellipodial
mechanics. Early observations (9) suggested that the cell
propels itself by adhering the growing front of the lamellipo-
dium firmly to the substrate and meanwhile using internal
network contraction to retract the weakly adhesive lamelli-
podial rear. These observations raised a variety of mecha-
nistic questions: how is the actin growth organized along
the leading edge? How does the cell spatially grade its adhe-
sion strength so that it is firm at the front and weak at the
rear? How are the protruding front and retreating rear coor-
dinated? Where and which forces does the cell apply to the
substrate to move, and how can these forces control the di-
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rection of motion? In the 1990s, Ken and his collaborators
used fish keratocyte cells with rapid and steady lamellipodia
to pave a way for answers to these questions. We discuss
these relevant discoveries together with work of other re-
searchers that, in sum, brought us to the current understand-
ing of 2D motility. We then finish with a discussion of
Jacobson’s work relevant to 3D cell motility. Due to the
brevity of this review, our focus is rather narrow, and we
apologize for not mentioning many important studies.
Cell movements can be inferred from cell shape

A century ago, D’Arcy Thomson suggested that the diver-
sity of biological forms can be explained by mechanics
(10). On the cellular level, measuring forces and movements
is much harder than observing shapes, so from the onset of
cell motility research, the morphology of the cell shape,
particularly of its leading edge, has been used to qualita-
tively describe a mechanical mode of cell migration (11).
The first quantitative step in linking the leading-edge geom-
etry of the migrating cell with the underlying cell mechanics
was made by Lee et al. in 1993 (12). In that study, the au-
thors posited the question: What are the protrusive move-
ments behind the steadily advancing fan-like shape (Fig. 1
a) of the keratocyte leading edge?

The naive intuitive answer, based on the steady advance-
ment of the leading edge, would be the parallel extension
model: all regions along the cell margin advance with the
same speed and direction. Lee et al., however, looked at
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FIGURE 1 Mechanics, movements, and adhesions in cell migration. (a) Steady fan-like shape of a cell crawling with constant velocity evolving by graded

radial extension: on the left, the solid contour outlines the lamellipodial boundary at an earlier point, while the dashed contour shows the boundary later. The

arrows illustrate locally normal protrusions and retractions of the boundary, the rate of which decrease from the center to the sides of the cell edge. Left inset

inside the leftmost cell illustrates why the protrusions are locally normal to the boundary: elastic actin filaments bend and tremble (double arrow) drumming

on the leading-edge membrane, inflating it as if it was a rubber balloon. Three boundaries of the same motile cell are shown in the lab frame at three consec-

utive moments in time (left to right) as it moves through space (bottom to top). All remaining insets are side views of cell slices parallel to the direction of

motion (see inset above leftmost cell, considering a slice at the leading edge), containing part of the bottom of the cell (light gray), the membrane (green), and

the top layer of substrate (brown), illustrating the evolving chemical states of the adhesions at the actin-membrane-substrate interface. The simple nascent

adhesion containing only integrin (red) and talin (orange) emerges early near the cell front (right inset inside leftmost cell). Individual adhesion complexes

are stationary in the lab frame, so this same adhesion does not shift with time (dashed lines), as the cell front moves forward away from this adhesion and the

rear gets closer to it. However, the chemical state of this adhesion evolves with time: after a while, vinculin (light blue) associates with the adhesion (larger

inset of middle cell), and, finally, by the time the rear is close to the adhesion, paxillin (pink), FAK (purple), and a-actinin (dark blue) join, and stress fibers

(dark red) form. This temporal evolution translates into the spatially graded adhesion (see the insets in the rightmost cell corresponding to the latest point in

time), so that the chemically simplest adhesions are always near the leading edge, and the chemical complexity increases toward the cell rear. (b) Five consec-

utive contours of a steadily crawling (in the arrow direction) cell are shown together with the developing actin ridge. Nascent ridge 1 appears to the right from

the center of the leading edge at the early stage. At stages 2–5, the ridge continues to grow in the locally normal directions to the corresponding current cell

boundaries (numbers, small arrows, and lighter shading indicate consecutively grown segments of the ridge). According to the graded radial extension mech-

anism, the ridge bends to the right as it grows, as illustrated. To see this figure in color, go online.
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lamellipodial ‘‘ridges’’ representing thickenings of the actin
network within the lamellipodium (Fig. 1 b) and noticed that
the closer these ridges were to the lamellipodial sides, the
more they rotated outward (note that these ridges can be
thought of as traces of the material points of the growing
actin network). Individual ridges were also slightly curved,
so that the ridge tip near the leading edge pointed outward in
a perpendicular direction relative to the local outline of the
edge, while the ridge end, deep within the lamellipodium
and more proximal to the cell center, was more parallel to
the direction of migration (Fig. 1 b). This finding is contrary
to the parallel extension model but agrees with the graded
radial extension model: the actin network protrudes in the
locally normal direction relative to the leading edge
(Fig. 1 a). But then, simple trigonometry necessitates that
the local protrusion rate is not constant, as in the parallel
extension model, but is spatially graded: the more the lead-
ing edge curves backward as one goes from the front to the
side, the slower the protrusion rate (Fig. 1, a and b). Lee
et al. then turned this result around and proposed that it is
not the shape that determines the protrusion rate, but rather
the grading of the protrusion rate determines the shape.

The next logical questions are: Why are the local protru-
sions pushing perpendicular to the cell boundary, and what
regulates the protrusion rate grading in space? The answer to
the first question is given by the polymerization ratchet
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models of protrusion (13): thermally ‘‘trembling’’ actin fila-
ments at the edge of the growing lamellipodial network
‘‘drum’’ on the plasma membrane from the inside, much
like air molecules drum on the inside surface of a rubber
balloon, effectively creating a pressure that stretches the
membrane locally normal to the edge (Fig. 1 a). Grimm
and co-workers (14,15) suggested the answer to the second
question: the cell concentrates more actin at the center of the
front and the network density decreases toward the sides, so
the effective pressure becomes gradually weaker away from
the center and thus the membrane is pushed slower there.

The study of Lee et al. (12) eventually inspired examina-
tions of how the whole cell shape, not just of the leading
edge, is regulated by the growth and deformation of the la-
mellipodial actin network. Several models demonstrated
that varying simple phenomenological rules of switching
between protrusion and retraction along the whole cell
edge can reproduce most of the observed shapes and move-
ments of many types of cells (16,17).

A mechanistic explanation of the whole lamellipodial
shape emerged from (18): in the moving cell, myosin in
the lamellipodium is swept to the rear, where it generates
contraction. The geometric sum of the spatially graded actin
growth (faster at the front, slow at the sides) and actomyosin
contraction (faster at the rear, slow at the sides) then also re-
produces the moving lamellipodial shapes. Not only
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lamellipodial shapes can be explained mechanistically:
many slowly migrating cells, like fibroblasts, exhibit long
parts of their perimeter arching inward. Normally, there
are tensed stress fibers running along these perimeter parts.
The cell edge curvature can then be explained by the Lap-
lace law: membrane tension pulling the boundary inward
is balanced from the inside by the stress fiber tension, which
is generated by myosin contraction and elastic deforma-
tions (19).

Overall, quantitative links between cell shape and move-
ments were proven to be universal, not only limited to ker-
atocytes and fibroblasts. The increase in cell speed and
persistence was shown to coincide with a transition between
cell shapes and migration modes across many cell types
(20). For example, higher speeds generally correlate with
broader cells (21). While cell shape informs about the me-
chanics of motility, it also informs about guided migration
in response to directional cues: chemotactic Dictyostelium
discoideum cells are rounder and have numerous split pro-
trusions in shallow chemical gradients, while more polar-
ized ‘‘wedge’’ shapes emerge in steep chemical gradients
(22). Modeling suggests that the rounder multiprotrusion
shape allows the cell to sense weak noisy chemotactic sig-
nals better, while the polarized uniprotrusion shape accounts
for more effective migration when the migration direction is
unambiguous (22).
Adhesion turnover translates into spatially
graded adhesion for rapid cells

Adhesion is as important as protrusion and retraction for
effective cell motility: without mechanical coupling to the
substrate, protrusion and retraction would just cause a tread-
mill of the lamellipodial network with no net displacement.
Intuitively, adhesion must be mechanically firm at the front
to prevent the growing network pushing against the leading-
edge membrane from sliding backward, and weak at the
back to not hold up the retracting cell rear. Indeed, such
graded adhesion has been observed (23–25) and theoreti-
cally predicted (26) in early studies. So, how can adhesion
be graded in this fashion?

Microscopy of the molecular adhesion complexes re-
vealed consecutive spatial layers of different proteins (27),
suggesting sequential assembly of the adhesions in precise
molecular order. Research on individual adhesion dynamics
(reviewed in (3)) confirmed that this is the case. First, integ-
rins spanning the membrane and connecting the actin
network to the outside environment make small aggregates.
Almost immediately, talins (links between actin and integ-
rins) appear. Then, vinculins (important mechanosensors)
get added, followed by cross-linkers, signaling molecules,
and other adaptors (3). These molecular events are synchro-
nized with changes of shape of the adhesion complexes, and,
more importantly, of the adhesive mechanical properties.
Some adhesions turn over rapidly, while others stabilize
and mature but eventually age and fall apart as well. The
attractive hypothesis is that the mechanical strength of the
adhesions is a function of molecular complexity, so how
firm an adhesion complex is, depends on the stage of its mo-
lecular turnover cycle. In slowly moving cells, these adhe-
sion turnover cycles are faster than the characteristic
migration timescale, and the relation between these cycles
and the grading of the adhesion strength on the scale of
the whole scale is not apparent.

On the other hand, rapid keratocytes offer a very inter-
esting way to connect the temporal adhesion turnover cycle
to the spatially graded adhesion cycle (Fig. 1 a). Jacobson’s
group observed that, in these cells, integrin and talin mole-
cules were localized within a narrow rim of nascent adhe-
sions along the leading edge (Fig. 1 a, left). These
molecules were joined by vinculin in adhesions distributed
evenly throughout the lamellipodium (Fig. 1 a, middle).
Also, a-actinin, an important cross-linker, was found in ad-
hesions at the rear (28) (Fig. 1 a, right). The authors
concluded then that rapid locomotion converted the tempo-
ral adhesion evolution cycle into a spatial one, providing the
adhesion complexes do not shift on the substrate (which was
also observed). First, the ‘‘youngest,’’ molecularly simple
adhesions emerge under the nascent, most recently, grown
actin network at the front. Then by the time vinculin joins,
the leading edge has moved pass the ‘‘older’’ adhesions,
and finally by the time the next molecules associate with
the adhesion complexes, the ‘‘aged’’ adhesions approach
the retreating rear edge of the cell (Fig. 1 a).

This pioneering paper set the stage for more precise char-
acterization of the temporal-spatial coupling of the adhesion
cycles (29). It is tempting to hypothesize that the young
nascent adhesions at the front are firmer than the mature ad-
hesions at the rear, setting the optimal conditions for the
mesenchymal migration, but so far there is no direct evi-
dence of this. One of the best supports for this hypothesis
is a recent elegant study (30). Its authors demonstrated
that cells apply forces to the substrate, which gradually
rupture local ligands, creating a gradient of ligand surface
density underneath the cell: more ligands under the leading
edge and fewer under the rear. By the time the rear ap-
proaches a local adhesion, the local ligands are ruptured
within the time needed to advance the cell body. The authors
of (30) demonstrated that this ligand gradient in turn drives
and guides the cell migration. Note that the graded adhesion
mechanism proposed in (30) relies not on adhesion molecu-
lar complexity, as in (28), but on the abundance of ligand
molecules on the surface to which integrins bind.

Many mechanisms for weakening and/or releasing adhe-
sions at the rear, other than the hypothesized aging-weak-
ening coupling mentioned, were discovered to work in
both rapidly and slowly migrating cells. First, in polarized
migrating cells, different chemical or structural conditions
at the front and rear can be harnessed to release adhesions
at the rear. For example, a polarized phosphoinositide
Biophysical Journal 122, 3551–3559, September 19, 2023 3553
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pattern upregulates endocytosis of adhesion molecules in a
moving cell’s rear (31). Another possibility is that frequent
contacts with dynamic microtubules weaken the adhesions,
as mature adhesions at the back of migrating cells were
observed to be targeted by a dense microtubule array (32).
Second, since adhesion properties are force sensitive (33)
and the contractile forces applied to the adhesions are often
stronger at the rear of the crawling cell (34), cells can in
principle spatially regulate the adhesions. However, there
is a poorly understood tension-dependent molecular switch
from adhesion assembly to maturation and disassembly
(35), which likely relies on several respective mechanisms,
for example, on upregulation of the recruitment of calpain
by the myosin-generated contractility (36), which mediates
proteolysis of a few types of adhesion molecules (37). There
is also indirect evidence that higher myosin contraction in-
duces a mechanical switch from firm ‘‘sticking’’ to weak
‘‘slipping’’ adhesions (38).

In fact, Jacobson’s group discovered a complex and
elegant force-dependent mechanism of releasing adhesions
at the back of migrating cells by observing inch worming
motility (39) of normally steadily crawling keratocytes. Oc-
casionally, the observed rapid fan-shaped cells had a large
unreleased adhesion at the rear, and this rear point became
stuck, so a long narrow tail developed behind slowing
wide front, resulting in a characteristic fibroblast-like shape.
This stuck state, however, was transient—after a while, the
tail snapped, and the rear caught up with the accelerating
front. Lee et al. (39) found that, as the cell elongated, tension
increased across the cell. When the tension exceeded a crit-
ical threshold, stretch-activated calcium channels in the
membrane were activated, triggering an influx of extracel-
lular calcium and a subsequent release of calcium from
intracellular stores. The calcium increase, through a variety
of mechanochemical pathways, then activated various local
adhesion detachment mechanisms (40). Upon the release of
the rear adhesion, the tension decreased after retraction,
restoring the cell propulsion and shape.
Distribution of propulsive, pinching, and
frictional traction forces is a signature of motility
mode

Myosin-generated active contractile forces inside migrating
cells, partially dampened by passive viscoelastic deforma-
tions of cytoskeleton, are applied to the substrate, enabling
the cell to move. Measuring the cytoskeletal active and pas-
sive forces is extremely difficult (41), but traction force mi-
croscopy allows one to measure the forces the cell applies to
the substrate by inferring the elastic stresses in flexible sub-
strates from measurements of substrate deformations under-
neath and at the sides of the motile cell. This then allows us
a glimpse at the distribution of forces inside the cell and at
the design of the motile machinery. Jacobson and collabora-
tors used one the earliest applications of traction force mi-
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croscopy to understand the cell crawling mechanics (42).
These mechanics are based on the balance of propulsive
and frictional forces: the cell can adhere to the substrate
firmly at the leading edge and pull inward, thus applying a
rearward force to the substrate. By the third Newton’s law,
the substrate in turn applies a forward (propulsive) force
to the cell. This propulsive action drags the cell body for-
ward, so there is also a frictional force between the substrate
and the cell body. In this example, the propulsive/frictional
pair of forces behave as a so-called force dipole with propul-
sion at the front and friction in the middle to rear of the
body. Note that the geometric sum of all force vectors
applied to the substrate has to be equal to zero, because
the opposing traction forces result from balanced (again,
by the third Newton’s law) forces inside the cell. Alterna-
tively, the force dipole can be with propulsion at the rear,
if, instead of pulling at the leading edge, the cell pushes
the substrate backward with its rear. These examples illus-
trate how knowing where the forces are applied to the sub-
strate can inherently reveal the mechanical design of the
crawling cell.

However, Oliver et al. measured the traction forces under
the steadily crawling keratocytes (42) and did not find any
obvious propulsion or frictional forces (Fig. 2 a). Instead,
they observed strong ‘‘pinching’’ forces at the distant sides
of the cell directed inward perpendicularly to the front-
rear axis (Fig. 2 a, second cell from top). (Note, that in the
figure we show the forces applied by the substrate to the
cell, which are opposite to the traction forces described
here.) It is intuitive that a crawling action cannot result
from the pinching, so where were the propulsion and fric-
tion? The crucial hint came from the cells with transiently
stuck tails, as in (39). In such cells, instead of the pinching
force dipole at the sides, a more complex force triplet
emerged at the tail and at the sides of the leading edge
(Fig. 2 a, bottom). The forces applied by the cell to the sub-
strate at the tail were directed forward (as such, frictional).
At the frontal sides, instead of being directed perpendicular
to the direction of motion as in pinching, the forces were
directed at an angle both to the frontal center and backward,
thus combining pinching and propulsive forces (Fig. 2 a,
second cell from bottom). The authors then suggested the so-
lution to the puzzle: normally, in steadily crawling kerato-
cytes, the propulsion and frictional forces are applied
throughout the lamellipodium, so they locally almost cancel
each other and are thus hard to detect (Fig. 2 a, top)
(‘‘almost’’ is crucial; complete cancellation would make
crawling impossible). But when the rear gets stuck, the pro-
pulsion and friction segregate transiently.

The explanation for why the pinching forces are so strong
in keratocytes is elucidated through modeling of the internal
forces (18). Myosin contraction in the rear half of the lamel-
lipodium is muscle-like: the longer the chains of the myosin
contractile units are, the faster the muscle-like contraction is
at the ends, and then the stronger the inward pulling is at the



FIGURE 2 Forces and movements in migrating cells. (a) Forces exerted

on the cell by the substrate (equal and opposite to traction forces exerted on

the substrate by the cell) are shown with arrows. Top two cells: pinching

forces (solid) pull the cell sides apart. The propulsive forces (dotted) pull

the cell forward and are resisted by equal and opposite friction forces

(dashed). Because the propulsive and friction forces are applied in roughly

similar locations in the steadily moving cell, the resulting forces (red) de-

tected in experiments are pinching forces only. Bottom two cells: when

the cell rear gets transiently stuck, propulsive and friction forces are segre-

gated to the front and rear, respectively, resulting in experimentally detected

forces (red) that exhibit propulsive and friction elements in addition to

pinching. (b) In the cell turning clockwise (arrow), the left-right force sym-

metry is broken: most of the pinching force is concentrated at the slow

(right) side of the cell, while most of the propulsion and frictional forces

are concentrated at the fast (left) side. Note that the pinching force does

not exert a torque on the cell relative to the cell center (dark spot), while

the propulsive force generates the clockwise active torque, balanced by

the counterclockwise passive torque from the friction force. Note also

that the total vector sum of all forces here and in the steady case (a) are

equal to zero. (c) Consecutive cell contours from top to bottom show one

cycle of the dilation-compression motility mechanism. Initially (top), the

myosin action has already compressed and folded the membrane and cortex

of the future cell front. Then, the cytoplasmic pressure dilates and unfolds
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ends. Crawling keratocytes are very long from side to side,
with long myosin chains, hence the great pinching forces.
Indeed, the proportionality of the net traction force magni-
tude to the length (43) and area (44) of cells other than ker-
atocytes was experimentally demonstrated, although the
mechanisms consist of not just physical scaling but also
complex mechanochemical feedbacks involving adhesion
dynamics. An interesting question is: what is the physiolog-
ical role for the strong pinching forces? Oliver et al. pro-
posed that such forces could peel away rear adhesions like
an adhesive tape pulled from the edge (42). Another inter-
esting idea in (42) is that large traction forces are not neces-
sary for locomotion and that strong pinching forces are
developed instead for remodeling extracellular matrix and
organizing the epithelial layer. Indeed, cells without specific
molecular adhesions to the substrate (but still interacting
with it through physical forces) can migrate rapidly while
developing traction forces several orders of magnitude
lower than during the adhesion-based motility (45). Curi-
ously, these cells also developed the inverted force dipole:
the propulsion forces were found in the rear, while the fric-
tional forces were in the middle and front.

The study of Oliver et al. (42) triggered investigations of
the traction forces in other cell types. In fibroblasts, the trac-
tion forces were discovered to be applied to discrete focal
adhesions at the ends of stress fibers at the periphery (46),
while forces applied to the cell body at the opposite ends
of the stress fibers moved the cell body (47). In contrast,
in keratocytes, the cell body appears to simply ride on top
of the lamellipodium. One of the greatest insights came
from measurements of the traction forces and flow rates of
the actin network simultaneously (38,48–50). These simul-
taneous measurements are the only way to estimate the me-
chanical properties of adhesions because the local ratio
between the traction force and actin speed can be interpreted
as the effective adhesive drag. These estimates revealed the
widely common property of a stick-slip adhesion transition,
mentioned above.

Measurements of traction forces were followed by efforts
to measure intracellular forces. Broadly speaking, two types
of approaches to intracellular mechanics emerged. One is
based on inferring the forces inside the cell from spatial-
temporal fluctuations in cytoskeletal networks (41) or the
the cortex-membrane, creating one protrusion, and then another. At this

stage (middle), we mark four material points on the cell boundary by square

and circle on the front, and diamond and star on the rear. Next, one of the

sides of the cell front compresses and folds, which leads to slight retraction

of that front portion (square) but significant advancement of the adjacent

rear (star). Finally, the remaining part of the cell front compresses and

folds, which leads to slight retraction of the protrusive part (circle) and sig-

nificant advancement of the adjacent rear (diamond). During each such

motility cycle, the dilation-compression wave spans the leading edge

back-and-forth once, and the cell advances (arrows near the dashed line

delineating the distance from initial rear position). To see this figure in co-

lor, go online.
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cytoplasm (51). Another method is based on engineering
proteins with fluorophore pairs, so that force-induced defor-
mations in the protein impact the separation distance be-
tween fluorophores, causing the FRET fluorescent signal
to vary as a function of force. Such force probes have
been developed to sense the tension in, for example, vincu-
lin (52) and a-actinin (53), and, when expressed in living
cells, to provide measurements of the intracellular forces.
So far, the results from both approaches reveal intracellular
forces to be rapidly fluctuating both in time and in space
(41) and not being correlated in a simple way with cells’
shapes and movements (53).
Mechanical and biochemical asymmetries allow
cells to turn

In several experiments measuring keratocyte traction forces,
Oliver et al. observed keratocytes executing a sharp turn
(42). For such cells, there was a stronger pinching force at
the slow side (Fig. 2 b), but the sidewise pinching force is
unlikely to contribute to the cell change of direction.
More importantly, there was a stronger propulsion in the
faster, pivoting side (Fig. 2 b). This makes sense mechani-
cally—stronger and more frequent pulls on the left side of
the cell front will result in the cell turning right. Note that
the authors of (42) discussed the cell mechanics as if the
cell can be considered a rigid (or elastic) body. The total tor-
que on the rigid cell body then must be equal to zero
(because the inertial and fluid viscous torques are negligibly
small), so the active part of the torque, generated by the pro-
pulsion, is exactly balanced by the passive part of the torque
caused by friction (Fig. 2 b); the direction of turning is then
defined by the active, propulsive part of the torque.

Recently, Allen et al. reexamined turning keratocytes by
measuring, in addition to the traction forces, the flow of
the lamellipodial actin network relative to the substrate
and cytoskeletal asymmetries in the pivoting lamellipodium
(54). The most significant revision of the scenario proposed
in (42) is that, on the relevant timescale of minutes, the la-
mellipodium is more adequately represented by a highly
viscous fluid body with free boundaries (where the physical
boundary of the actin network grows at the front and shrinks
at the rear). The turning then relies on the following positive
feedback: in the framework of the pivoting cell, myosin is
left behind and slightly biased to the fast side. This leads
the rear of the fast side to retract quicker, effectively pivot-
ing the rear long axis of the cell, so the kinematic act of
turning and asymmetric myosin contraction reinforce each
other, locking the cell in the turning state. Curiously, the
leading-edge orientation and direction follows the rear
axis of the cell, so the cell effectively turns from the rear.

In addition to mechanics of the turning mechanism
described in (54), one can expect that additional biochem-
ical regulatory pathways govern cell turning. Jacobson’s
group illustrated the design of one such mechanism in a
3556 Biophysical Journal 122, 3551–3559, September 19, 2023
tour-de-force experiment (55) that preceded current power-
ful optogenetics approaches (56). Roy et al. locally uncaged
protein thymosin b4 in one of the sides of a rapidly, directly,
and steadily crawling symmetric cell (55). The photore-
leased thymosin b4 then rapidly sequestered actin mono-
mers in the cytoplasm at the cell side. This resulted in an
immediate dramatic cell turn toward the direction of photo-
activation; the cell effectively pivoted around the irradiated
region. Both protrusion and contraction were inhibited at
one of the cell wings, and the irradiated wing became a
pinned down anchor, around which the opposite unaffected
wing pivoted, held on a circle by the cell membrane con-
necting the effective anchor and the active wing. Thus,
asymmetric (between left and right relative to the direction
of migration) distribution of regulatory molecules is another
mechanism of turning, likely complementing the mechani-
cal pivoting. Another hint at the biochemical turning regula-
tion is the observation of left-right asymmetry in the
frequency of calcium sparks between the two halves of
the lamellipodium of turning keratocytes, which pivot about
the side with the greater number of sparks (57).

So far, we have discussed smooth pivoting of a single la-
mellipodium. This turning mechanism is likely limited to
simple-shaped rapidly moving cells. Slow, irregularly
shaped, cells change direction by either laying down focal
adhesions (58) and/or F-actin bundles (59) at the side of
the prospective turn, and then developing a protrusion using
these adhesions and actin bundles as rails. Internally, the di-
rection of the turn is controlled by spatially regulated Rho
GTPase activation (58,60). Directional changes induced
by environmental cues, in many cases, are executed as a
result of competition between multiple protrusions-pseudo-
pods extending not only from the front but also from the cell
sides (and in some cases, the protrusions branch out from
each other) (60–62). Governed by intracellular signaling
networks interpreting extracellular cues, protrusions in a
new direction grow and ‘‘win,’’ while protrusions on the
former front and other sides wither.
Looking forward: From 2D to 3D

Thus far we have focused on mesenchymal cell motility
characteristic of cells moving on stiff 2D surfaces. In the
last decade, much research has reoriented to start investi-
gating motility in 3D environments, for example, cells
migrating through the extracellular matrix (63). Lamellipo-
dial protrusions are observed in 3D environments too (64–
66), but often ameboid motility emerges (67) in which acto-
myosin cortex contraction, stronger in the cell rear than at
the front, does two things. The first is increasing hydrostatic
pressure in the cell that causes the breakage of cortex-mem-
brane links at the front and inflating a membrane ‘‘bubble,’’
the so-called bleb (64). The bleb pushes the cell front for-
ward, followed by reassembly of the actomyosin cortex at
the leading-edge membrane. Secondly, the asymmetric
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cortex contraction is pulling most of the actomyosin cortex
to the rear, so that the rearward flow of the cortex generates
effective friction against the cell’s surroundings, which then
propels the cell forward (68).

Jacobson’s group discovered another cell protrusion
mechanism in 3D—dilation/compression (69) (Fig. 2 c).
What they observed was, on the first glance, very similar
to a bleb. However, in a bleb the plasma membrane extends
outward from the cell margin first, and only later the acto-
myosin density at the new cell boundary increases to a base-
line. Kapustina et al. noticed that, on the contrary, the
plasma membrane extended outward in synchrony with
the actomyosin density, so the thin cortex and the underlying
plasma membrane protrude together (69). The cortex nor-
mally is either quiescent or contractile, so it is hard to under-
stand how it can expand; similarly, the lipid membrane is
inextensible. The essence of the novel protrusion became
clear from high-resolution microscopy: the membrane of
the cell surface is not pulled taut but folded, with micro-
scopic folds effectively ‘‘stapled’’ together by the actomy-
osin cortex. The dilation (protrusion) happens when the
cytoplasmic pressure stretches the membrane enough to
overcome the folding action of the cortex (Fig. 2 c, second
from the top). When the pressure is not enough (or actomy-
osin contraction is weak), the contraction of the cortex and
cross-linking leads to the membrane folding, which reduces
the volume of the cytoplasm covered by the folded part of
the membrane and local retraction of the cell boundary
(Fig. 2 c, bottom). This study demonstrates that multiple
and redundant, physically diverse mechanisms can be
responsible for the ‘‘bleb-like protrusion’’ in 3D.

Cellular turning mechanisms are probably also more
diverse in 3D than 2D. Recently, it was observed that cells
in complex environments alternate persistent, relatively
straight, run phases with tumble phases that result in cell re-
orientation (64), much like in flagella-driven bacterial
swimming motility. Runs are characterized by the formation
of directed actin-rich protrusions and tumbles by enhanced
blebbing.

Many concepts and lessons learned from the 2D motility
are applicable in 3D, even in collective cell migration. Sim-
ply observing the shape of pseudopods informs us about the
motility mechanisms. For example, blunt cylindrical lobo-
podia point to pressure-driven protrusions versus flat and
thin lamellipodia, which indicate actin-based pushing at
the leading edge (63). Shapes of cells in groups also allow
us to reverse-engineer intercellular forces (70). Measuring
where traction forces are applied, similarly to 2D, allows
us to infer how intracellular forces propel the cells in 3D
and collective groups (71). For example, recent measure-
ments of the traction forces in zebrafish tissues led to the
realization that the rear of the collectively migrating primor-
dium cell group exerts higher contractile stresses than the
front, suggesting that this tissue pushes itself forward with
its back (72). Simply measuring the magnitude of the trac-
tion forces turned out to be very useful, but the results point
again to extreme diversity in migration mechanisms in 3D.
For example, the measured traction forces are often great in
3D cancer invasion (73), suggesting strong contraction and
adhesion. On the other hand, instead of large focal adhe-
sions, diffuse adhesion proteins and very rapidly turning
over small adhesions were observed in 3D (74), suggesting
that the role of specific molecular adhesions is lesser. In the
extreme case, cells can even self-propel in 3D with the com-
plete absence of adhesion, just by harnessing viscous forces
generated by rearward membrane flow, tangential to the
cell-liquid interface when immersed in fluid (75). Much
effort will be needed to reach a truly quantitative under-
standing of the 3D motility, because 3D imaging so far is
very inferior to the great microscopy and micromanipula-
tion tools in 2D that allowed Ken Jacobson and other leaders
of the cell motility community to elucidate the migration
mechanisms.
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